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Chapter 6 

 
Conclusion and Scope for Future Work 

 
6.1 Overall Conclusion 

 
This research focuses on three issues related to public auditing systems for cloud 

storage. The first issue is “To reduce the verification time during auditing of multiparty 

computation system using an improved cryptographic algorithm.” We have 

implemented a verifiable auction system to carry out experiments. Users can validate 

the bidding value and result using NIZK, which results in increased verification time. 

This issue has been addressed by implementing NIZK using the modern cryptographic 

technique IO. The proof is generated using Pedersen commitment scheme. The 

proposed scheme works in two phases: Auction and Audit. During Auction phase, 

different clients bid for their values. The worker node generates the winning bid using 

any suitable sorting algorithm. It generates proof using Pedersen commitment scheme 

and publishes it on PB. Audit phase will start after the completion of Auction phase 

which greatly results in a reduction of verification time during auditing. Experimental 

results proved the efficiency of the proposed system. As compared to the existing 

scheme PPAT, verification time in proposed scheme is reduced. 

The second issue is that “To develop efficient group-based public auditing scheme 

that can detect and resist collusion attack using IO”. The proposed scheme allows users 

to form groups and share information. Revoked users may create collusion in 

collaboration with CS or TPA. To address this issue, the data owner regularly updates 

the valid members list to CS and TPA so that both entities can use these updated 

members during auditing. The proposed scheme is lightweight since it uses IO with 

OWF such as MAC. TPA has to calculate only MAC during verification which greatly 

reduces the verification time. To manage the groups, ring signature is used which also 

preserve the identity privacy of user from TPA during auditing. To verify the dynamic 

updates on outsourced data by users, MHT is also used. Experimental results proved 

reduced verification cost and communication overhead during auditing compared to 

existing schemes. 
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The third issue is “To develop lightweight auditing scheme that can support identity 

privacy of cloud user from TPA”. Most auditing schemes create a computation burden 

on cloud user as well as on TPA. In the Proposed scheme P2DPDP, this overhead is 

balanced by signing a contract between CS and TPA regarding auditing frequency. 

Based on this contract, TPA generates a challenge and performs auditing. Every time 

generates log which later verified by cloud user as per his convenience. It makes the 

system lightweight. To achieve identity privacy, a ring signature is used to manage the 

groups. For support of dynamic updates, instead of MHT, RBMT is used which avoid 

generation and calculation of unnecessary and repeated AAI during auditing. It also 

helps to reduce the verification time during auditing. Experimental results prove the 

effectiveness and lightness of the P2DPDP scheme in terms of reduced verification time 

and communication cost in KB. 

 

6.2 Scope for Future Work 

 
In future, it is expected that this research work can be extended in the following 

directions. 

 

1. In our work, during revocation, any existing user has to recalculate the signature on 

blocks previously signed by revoked user. This may create an unnecessary burden 

on the existing user which can be an issue to address in future work. There is a need 

to redefine the revocation procedures to avoid the burden of re-signature on existing 

users. 

2. To manage the groups, our work uses a ring signature. Using this technique, 

certificates are generated and stored which increases the storage cost as well as 

processing cost during verification. To use certificateless signature scheme along 

with IO is another issue to address in the future. 

3. Some researchers have given another approach for a lightweight auditing scheme in 

which users can verify the data using private auditing as per their convenience. 

Private auditing is efficient but not useful during any dispute. So public auditing is 

used only during disputes when the user is not present. This scheme also focuses on 

minimizing the computation cost of tag generation on user side since large data is 

outsourced by cloud users. The same uses asymmetric bilinear pairing but we can 

modify this scheme using IO. 
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4. In verifiable multi-party computation, we developed the system by assuming the 

worker as a fully trusted entity so that to maintain privacy during Audit phase. But 

in real-life, this worker can collude with any existing user who is not satisfied with 

the bid result. This can create harm to user data and identity privacy. It is expected 

to modify this scheme to maintain privacy and avoid collusion attacks. 


